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FluG is a long recognized early regulator of asexual development in Aspergillus nidulans.
fluG null mutants show profuse aerial growth and no conidial production. Initial studies
reported sequence homology of FluG with a prokaryotic type I glutamine synthetase,
but catalytic activity has not been demonstrated. In this study, we conducted an in-
depth analysis of the FluG sequence, which revealed a single polypeptide containing a
putative N-terminal amidohydrolase region linked to a putative C-terminal γ-glutamyl
ligase region. Each region corresponded, separately and completely, to respective
single function bacterial enzymes. Separate expression of these regions confirmed that
the C-terminal region was essential for asexual development. The N-terminal region
alone did not support conidial development, but contributed to increased conidial
production under high nutrient availability. Point mutations directed at respective key
catalytic residues in each region demonstrated that they were essential for biological
function. Moreover, the substitution of the N- and C-terminal regions with homologs
from Lactobacillus paracasei and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, respectively, maintained
functionality, albeit with altered characteristics. Taken together, the results lead us to
conclude that FluG is a bifunctional enzyme that participates in an as yet unidentified
metabolic or signaling pathway involving a γ-glutamylated intermediate that contributes
to developmental fate.
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INTRODUCTION

Surface cultures of the model ascomycete Aspergillus nidulans, present a complex developmental
pattern which combines vegetative hyphae with asexual (Adams et al., 1998) and sexual structures
(Dyer and O’Gorman, 2012). This pattern is modulated in response to environmental factors, such
as the composition of the substrate, exposure to the gas phase and light.

The genetic regulation that governs the primal transition from vegetative hyphae to asexual
development has been examined in considerable detail. A set of genes, which are expressed in
vegetative hyphae, are required to initiate the morphogenetic process. They are collectively known
as Upstream Developmental Activators (UDAs). These, in turn, activate a second set of the genes,
known as the Central Developmental Pathway (CDP), which are only expressed in conidia-bearing
structures (Yu et al., 2006).
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One of the earliest acting UDA factors is fluG (AN4819). Its
deletion results in colonies which fail to produce conidiophores
and accumulate aerial vegetative hyphae resulting in a raised
mycelial morphology, commonly known as fluffy (Lee and
Adams, 1994). In addition, 1fluG mutants show defects in
autolysis (Emri et al., 2005) and secretion (Wang et al., 2015).

A remarkable feature of FluG signaling involves its
extracellular transmission. A wild type colony can induce
the sporulation of an adjacent fluG null mutant separated
by a membrane (Lee and Adams, 1994). The search for the
signal conducted by Rodriguez-Urra et al. (2012) identified
an adduct of two excreted secondary metabolites [diorcinol
and dehydroaustinol (DHO)] that was capable of inducing a
partial sporulation response when added onto a fluG null mutant
colony. Interestingly, Márquez-Fernández et al. (2007) had
earlier discovered that the deletion of a phosphopantetheinyl
transferase (PPTase) cfwA/npgA, an enzyme that acting upstream
of DHO biosynthesis, exhibited a phenotype with severely
reduced growth and asexual development. Rodriguez-Urra et al.
(2012) pointed out, however, that an earlier report by Nielsen
et al. (2011) described the phenotype of a null mutant of the
gene coding for the synthesis of the austinol (ausA, AN8383),
the precursor in the DHO biosynthesis, as conidial. Hence, a
clarification on the connection between FluG signaling and
DHO-induced conidiation is pending.

Early studies on the FluG protein showed that it is expressed
in the cytosol throughout all stages of development, and that the
C-terminal region (aa387 to aa865) is necessary for induction
of conidiophore development. Interestingly, this region showed
sequence similarity with prokaryotic type I glutamine synthetase
(GSI) (Lee and Adams, 1994; D’Souza et al., 2001). Later
investigations showed, however, that this region did not display
GS activity (Margelis et al., 2001). Other reports indicated that
it resembles gene SCO6962 from Streptomyces coelicolor (Rexer
et al., 2006) which has been attributed to be a γ-glutamyl ligase
(GGL) (Krysenko et al., 2017). The N-terminal region has no
attributed functional role, but has been reported to bear similarity
with an amidohydrolase (SCO6961) from Streptomyces coelicolor
(Rexer et al., 2006).

Although fluG-like sequences (containing a N-terminal
amidohydrolase and a GSI) have been reported in the Aspergilli
(Mah and Yu, 2006; Ogawa et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2015), they are also present in genomes of diverse
fungal genera (Schumacher et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017), bacteria
(Strong et al., 2003; Rexer et al., 2006) and higher plants,
where the proteins have attributed roles in nodulation and biotic
stress signaling (Mathis et al., 1999, 2000; Trevaskis et al., 2002;
Doskočilová et al., 2011; Silva et al., 2015).

In this investigation, we confirm that an ausA null
mutant has a conidiating phenotype, thus showing that FluG-
related signaling is not directly connected to DHO-induced
conidiation. In addition, an updated structural analysis of the
FluG protein revealed that the N-terminal region presented
structural similarity to a prokaryotic amidohydrolase from
Lactobacillus paracasei, and the C-terminal region presented
structural similarity to a γ-glutamyl aromatic monoamine ligase
from Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Alanine substitutions of the

predicted key catalytic residues in each region yielded loss of
function phenotypes which were comparable to those of the
respective null mutants. Finally, the replacement of both N-
and C-terminal regions by their respective homologs, yielded
functional phenotypes. Our findings situate FluG as a putative
bifunctional enzyme that may regulate the balance between
vegetative growth and asexual development through the levels of
a γ-glutamylated metabolite.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fungal Strains and Culture Conditions
The strains used are shown in Supplementary Table 1. Wild type
(veA+) strains were used for FluG mutagenesis and phenotypic
analysis. For the analysis of phenotypic complementation
experiments, and ausA-related assays, veA1 strains were used,
in order to establish comparisons with previously published
experiments (Lee and Adams, 1994; Yager et al., 1998; D’Souza
et al., 2001; Nielsen et al., 2011). Strains were cultured as
previously described by Pontecorvo et al. (1953) in Aspergillus
minimal medium (MMA), using trace elements as described
by Käfer (1965), or complete medium (CMA; MMA + 5 g/L
yeast extract) with a pH 6.8. Ammonium tartrate (5 mM)
and D-glucose (2% w/v) were added as nitrogen and carbon
sources, respectively, in solid or liquid form with the appropriate
supplements. All cultures where incubated at 37◦C in white light
(Sera DayLight Brilliant T8 15 W/m2; light source at 30 cm
from the cultures). Phenotypic complementation experiments
were carried out in CMA medium, incubating for a further
72 h after the strains contacted each other (Lee and Adams,
1994). In fluorescence microscopy experiments, strains were
grown in adequately supplemented MMA containing 0.1% D-
glucose, 5 mM ammonium tartrate and 25 mM monobasic
sodium phosphate, similar to watch minimal medium (WMM)
(Peñalva, 2005).

Generation of Mutant, Tagged, and
Overexpression Strains
The oligonucleotides used are listed in Supplementary Table 2.
Genomic cassettes were amplified through the fusion-PCR
technique (Yang et al., 2004; Korbie and Mattick, 2008). The
A. nidulans transformation technique used was an adaptation
of the protoplast generation procedure described by Szewczyk
et al. (2006), followed by the transformation protocol described
by Tilburn et al. (1983). The strains coding for separate regions
of FluG, point mutants of both regions and homologous regions
of Lactobacillus paracasei and Pseudomonas aeruginosa genes
were generated by transforming protoplasts of a 1fluG strain
with the genomic cassettes bearing the desired modifications plus
the 5′- and 3′-UTR regions. The selection of transformants was
done using 5-fluoroorotic acid monohydrate (5-FOA; 2 mg/mL;
Apollo Scientific, Stockport, United Kingdom).

N- and C-terminally GFP-tagged fluG strains were obtained
using the method for GFP-tagging described by Yang et al.
(2004). The strain carrying the inducible alcA expression
promoter of the N-terminally GFP-tagged fluG was constructed
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using plasmid pNT5 (Takeshita et al., 2008). alcA(p)::GFP::fluG
expressing plasmid was obtained by cloning fluG (PCR amplified
with oligonucleotides AscI_fluG(-ATG)-F and BamHI_fluG-R,
1 kb on the N-terminal sequence of fluG with no starting
ATG sequence; see Supplementary Table 2) into the AscI
and BamHI sites of pNT5, yielding to pMI2. The plasmid
was then transformed into the wild type (BD824) strain. For
localization studies, strains coexpressing the GFP-tagged fluG
under native or inducible promoter and the histone H1 (hhoA)
fused C-terminally to mRFP (mRFP; red fluorescent protein)
and mCherry (mCh; cherry red) as nuclear markers, respectively,
were constructed (Markina-Iñarrairaegui et al., 2011).

The homologous recombination of the constructs was
confirmed by Southern blots. This experiment, using 5′- and 3′-
UTR regions as probes, was done as described previously (Garzia
et al., 2009). All the mutant strains were sequenced to prove there
were no undesired mutations.

Spore and Dry Cell Mass Measurements
The procedure of obtaining spore and dry cell mass (DCM) ratios
was as follows: conidia counts (millions/cm2) were obtained
after culturing strains in MMA and CMA at 37◦C for 72 h.
Colony areas were measured using Digimizer Version 4.6.1
(MedCalc Software bvba). Spores were collected by excising the
entire colony, soaking the agar in Tween 0.02% (diluted from
Tween 20), vortexing twice for 1 min and quantified using a
hemocytometer. DCM (mg/cm2) from each strain was obtained
by growing colonies on a Spectra/Por R© 6 Dialysis Membrane with
a 3.5 kDa molecular weight cut off (Spectrum Laboratories) and
culturing at 37◦C for 72 h. The mycelium was then removed from
the membrane and dried at 80◦C overnight.

The values obtained with the WT and the 1fluG strains were
used as references to analyze mutant strains.

Statistical Analysis of the Results
Quantitative results were obtained as the mean with standard
deviation of at least three independent counts, each consisting
of three or four biological replicates per strain and condition.
The results were subjected to the Grubbs’ test (Grubbs, 1969)
using the R software version 3.4.1 (R Core Team, 2008) in
order to detect and discard outliers with a confidence level of
95%. A PERMANOVA pair-wise test using an Euclidean distance
measurement (P-value < 0.05) was performed on the remaining
results to justify the significance of differences between strains
using PRIMER-E software v6 (Clarke and Gorley, 2006).

Bioinformatics
The fluG DNA sequence (AN4819.2) was retrieved from Ensembl
Fungi (Kersey et al., 2018) and homologs in the Aspergilli were
identified by Fungal Compara (in Ensembl Fungi). Multiple
sequence alignments were performed using the Clustal Omega
application provided by EBI (Li et al., 2015). Alignments
visualization and analysis were performed with Jalview version
2.10.3b1 (Waterhouse et al., 2009) or GeneDoc version 2.6.002
(Nicholas et al., 1997). FluG protein residue conservation scores
among all FluG homologs in the Aspergilli were obtained
using the Jensen–Shannon divergence (Capra and Singh, 2007).

Identity among all FluG proteins was obtained as an average value
of all FluG sequence identities in the Aspergilli compared with the
Aspergillus nidulans FluG.

Bioinformatic investigations of the FluG sequence were made
using the following predictors: SignalIP 4.1 (Nielsen, 2017) for
signal-peptide prediction; NLStradamus (Nguyen Ba et al., 2009)
and NetNES 1.1 (la Cour et al., 2004) for nuclear localization
and export signals prediction, respectively; TMHMM server v2
(Sonnhammer et al., 1998) for prediction of transmembrane
helices in protein; epestfind (Rechsteiner and Rogers, 1996) to
find PEST motifs as potential proteolytic cleavage sites.

Crystal structure templates for each region were identified
using SWISS-MODEL (Biasini et al., 2014), and those with high
QMEAN values were further analyzed (Benkert et al., 2009).
The highest scoring structures in terms of sequence identity and
coverage were used as templates for FluG structural modeling.
Protein structures were obtained from the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) (Berman et al., 2002). Prior to modeling, the X-ray
data was preprocessed and curated (e.g., removal of water,
addition of explicit hydrogens) using the Protein Preparation
Wizard from the Schrödinger Suite, version 2017-1 (Sastry et al.,
2013). Missing side chains were generated using Prime (Jacobson
et al., 2004) while the protonation states of each side chain
were generated using EPIK at pH = 7 (Shelley et al., 2007).
Protein minimization was performed using the OPLS3 force field
(Shivakumar et al., 2010; Harder et al., 2016). Homology models
were built using program Prime based on the curated reference
crystal structure and applying the SWISS-MODEL alignment for
each region. The structural and spatial distribution consistency of
the FluG site-directed mutant models was validated overlapping
these models against the wild type FluG model, using Quick Align
and Superimpose tools.

RNA Isolation
RNA was isolated from the mycelium of strains cultivated in
a flask for 18 h at 37◦C. Mycelia was collected by filtration
through Miracloth (Calbiochem R©), squeezed to dry and frozen in
liquid nitrogen. Total RNA was isolated using the NucleoSpin R©

RNA Kit (Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co. KG) and RNA
concentration and purity were calculated using a NanoDropTM

2000c Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Waltham,
MA, United States). All samples were verified by electrophoresis
using a 1.2% (w/v) agarose gel.

Quantitative RT-PCR
The oligonucleotides employed for quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR)
experiments are detailed in Supplementary Table 2. Briefly,
cDNA from each investigated sample was synthesized using
PrimeScriptTM RT reagent Kit (Perfect Real Time) (Takara Bio
USA Inc.) from 500 ng of total RNA, following manufacturer’s
instructions. The final 20 µL PCR reaction included 1.5 µL of 1:2
diluted cDNA as template, 4 µL of 5x PyroTaq EvaGreen R© qPCR
Mix Plus with ROX (Cultek Molecular Bioline, Madrid, Spain),
and transcript-specific forward and reverse oligonucleotides at a
0.5 µM final concentration. Real time PCR was carried out in a
7500 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems R©) according to
the manufacturer’s directions. The reaction consisted of 15 min at
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95◦C of initial denaturation, and 40 cycles of DNA amplification
(15 s at 95◦C of denaturation, 15 s at 60◦C of annealing and 30 s
at 72◦C of elongation). After each PCR, we performed a melting
curve analysis to confirm the specific amplification of a single
DNA segments and the absence of non-specific amplified DNA.

The fluorescent signal obtained for each gene was normalized
to that obtained with the β-tubulin gene (benA) to correct for
sampling errors.

Protein Isolation and Western Blot
Protein extraction from lyophilized samples was
performed by the alkaline-lysis extraction, using lysis
buffer (0.2 M NaOH, 0.2% β-mercaptoethanol), as
described by Hervás-Aguilar and Peñalva (2010).

Tagged protein expression was analyzed by Western blotting.
Proteins were resolved in 8% SDS-polyacrylamide gels and
electrotransferred to Immun-Blot R© PVDF membranes by
Trans-Blot R© TurboTM Transfer System (Bio-Rad). Once
transference was completed, Ponceau staining was used as
validation for loading control. GFP–FluG was detected using
mouse anti-GFP (1/5,000; Roche). Peroxidase-conjugated
goat anti-mouse IgG immunoglobulin (1/4,000; Jackson
ImmunoResearch Lab) cocktail was used as secondary
antibody. Peroxidase activity was detected using ClarityTM

Western ECL Substrate (Bio-Rad). Chemiluminescence was
observed using a ChemiDocTM XRS+ System (Bio-Rad) and
signal intensity was measured with Image LabTM version 5.2
software (Bio-Rad).

Fluorescence Microscopy
Conidia of strain BD1181 were cultured in uncoated glass-
bottom dishes (Ibidi R© GmbH, Germany; 2.5 mL of medium per
well) for 16 h at 25◦C (Peñalva, 2005). After this period, the
medium was replaced with fresh medium supplemented with
100 mM L-threonine (Sigma) in place of D-glucose to induce
alcA(p)::GFP::fluG expression.

Fluorescence images were acquired using a Zeiss Axio
Observer Z1 inverted microscope equipped with a 63x
Plan Apochromat 1.4 oil immersion Lens, Axiocam MRm
Rev.3 camera, a Zeiss HXP 120C external light source for
epifluorescence excitation and fitted with filter set 38HE for
green fluorescence (Ex BP 470/40; FT 495; Em BP 525/50) and
filter set 43HE for red fluorescence (Ex BP 545/25; FT 570; Em
BP 605/70). Numerous samples were observed before taking
representative images. Fluorescence levels were measured using
Fiji software (Schindelin et al., 2012).

RESULTS

DHO-Induced Asexual Development Is
Independent of the FluG (UDA) Pathway
In order to verify previous results by observation that an ausA
null mutant strain is unaffected in asexual development (Nielsen
et al., 2011), an 1ausA (veA1; BD688) strain was generated and
phenotypically characterized in comparison to a parent wild type
(WT, veA1; TN02A3) strain, as shown in Figure 1A. The values

FIGURE 1 | (A) Phenotypes and C/area (millions/cm2) ratios of the wild type (WT; TN02A3) (reference value) and ausA null mutant (1ausA; BD688) in MMA and
CMA. Scale bar = 1 cm. (B) Phenotypic complementation of a WT and 1ausA mutant in contact with a fluG null (1fluG; TTA127.4) and a cfwA2 (CRO1) mutant.
White arrows (∨) indicate the contact area where yellow conidia are visible. Scale bar = 5 mm.
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for C and DCM for each strain are provided in Supplementary
Table 4. In MMA and CMA, the C-values recorded for both WT
and1ausA mutant strains were statistically similar. These results
indicated that asexual development was not significantly affected
in the1ausA mutant.

In addition, a phenotypic complementation experiment
confirmed that both WT (veA1) and 1ausA (veA1) strains
were able to efficiently complement the sporulation defects of
a 1fluG (veA1; TTA127.4) and cfwA2 (veA1; CRO1) mutant,
as can be observed in Figure 1B. Thus, regardless of the
induction effect caused by DHO on asexual development,
it cannot be attributed as part of the FluG-dependent
UDA pathway. This led to the conclusion that an in-depth
study of the FluG protein was required to gain insight
on its function.

The FluG Sequence Codes for a Putative
Bifunctional Enzyme
A protein BLAST of FluG homologs revealed that they were
present in all 14 sequenced species of the Aspergilli (Figure 2),
with a considerable degree of identity (70± 4%) (Supplementary
Table 3). Earlier sequence analyses referred to in the introduction
(Lee and Adams, 1994; Mathis et al., 1999) had indicated
that the fluG sequence contained two regions which coded
for two putative prokaryotic enzymes. We therefore proceeded
to undertake a protein sequence and structure analysis using
current applications and databases. A search of available crystal
structures using the sequence of the FluG protein showed
that the N-terminal region bears similarity with a range of
amidohydrolases. The highest sequence coverage and structural
homology score was obtained with a putative metal-dependent
hydrolase of the TIM-barrel fold (pdb entry 2QPX, coded
by gene LSEI_0440) present in Lactobacillus paracasei ATCC
334. The 2QPX crystal structure corresponded to the 4–406
amino acid region of FluG, with an identity of 25% and a
similarity of 45%. Conjointly, the C-terminal region exhibited
the highest scores with a GSI (pdb entry 4LNN, coded by gene
glnA) from Bacillus subtilis (strain 168) (Murray et al., 2013)
and a GGL (pdb entry 4HPP, coded by gene PA5508) from
Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 (Ladner et al., 2012). The 4LNN
crystal structure coincided with the 429–865 amino acid region
of FluG with a sequence identity of 24% and a similarity of

FIGURE 2 | Protein sequence conservation score among all FluG homologs in
the Aspergilli. The catalytic residues for both regions are labeled (residue
numbers are listed in Tables 2, 3). These residues are conserved in all
Aspergillus species, and they are all located in highly conserved areas. Red
asterisks mark the residues that were mutated.

38%, whereas the 4HPP crystal structure covered the 443–865
amino acid region of FluG, with sequence identity of 22% and
a similarity of 33% (Table 1).

In order to uncover new features of the protein, we conducted
additional studies. Sequence analyses performed using different
predictors indicated that the sequence contained neither signal
peptides, nuclear localization or export signals nor putative
transmembrane domains. However, the PEST predictor marked
two potential PEST domains in the C-terminal region (aa571
to aa590 with a score of 14.62 and aa529 to aa541 with a
score of 6.84, respectively). Analyses of the genomic DNA and
mRNA of fluG sequence revealed two predicted introns between
nucleotides 1126–1176, and 2420–2472. A previous RNA-seq
study (Garzia et al., 2013) reported a single mRNA transcript of
2,598 nucleotides, in which both introns are spliced out.

Localization of FluG in vivo
A GFP-tagged version of the protein was used for in vivo
localization. Strains tagged in the N- and C- terminal regions
of the protein were grown in MMA and CMA for 72 h,
and their phenotype observed (Supplementary Figure 1). The
strain tagged in the C-terminal presented a fluffy phenotype,
indicative of loss of function, while the N-terminally tagged strain
presented a wild type phenotype. Hence, the latter was chosen
to perform localization experiments. In order to determine the
incubation time at which the protein was sufficiently expressed
for observation, the pattern of expression in liquid vegetative
culture was monitored by Western blot at time intervals. In the
case that fluG expression was controlled under the alcA promoter,
a shift to a medium containing threonine was conducted at time
zero. The results revealed that GFP::FluG protein could only be
detected in the strain alcA(p)::GFP::fluG 2 h after medium shift to
threonine containing medium (Figure 3A).

Consistent with the results obtained, no GFP–FluG
fluorescence was detected in the strain bearing the native
fluG promoter (not shown). In the strain with the alcA inducible
promoter, GFP–FluG was localized 2 h after the medium shift
in the cytoplasm throughout the length of the hypha. Nuclei
were stained by tagging histone H1 tagged with mCherry
fluorescence, but no GFP signal was detected in the nuclear
compartment as shown in Figure 3B. In addition, the protein
appeared to be absent from the lumen of vacuoles (white
arrows). Taken together, our microscopic observations indicated
that FluG was evenly distributed throughout the cytoplasm of
vegetative cells.

TABLE 1 | Crystal structure homologs to the N- and C-terminal region.

N-terminal region C-terminal region

PDB entry 2QPX 4LNN 4HPP

Coverage (aa) 4–406 429–865 443–865

Seq. identity (%) 25 24 22

Seq. similarity (%) 43 38 33

The coverage is shown using the amino acid numbers of FluG. Sequence identity
and amino acid positive matches were calculated by Maestro (Schrödinger Suite).
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Western blot showing the protein expression of the
N-terminally GFP-tagged FluG construct under the control of the alcA
promoter. Induction of the alcA(p)::GFP::fluG strain shows an increment on
the expression of GFP–FluG in time (2, 4, and 6 h). (B) Images obtained in the
fluorescence microscopy show that FluG presents principally a cytoplasmic
localization, excluded from the nuclei and is not detectable in vacuoles (white
arrows). Scale bar = 10 µm.

Computational Analysis of the N- and
C-Terminal Regions
The closest homolog to the N-terminal region of FluG, 2QPX,
was used as a template to model structural features. The residues
shared by both sequences and their predicted functions are shown
in Table 2. In 2QPX, residues H17, H19 and D317 coordinate

TABLE 2 | Predicted catalytic residues in 2QPX, and their FluG equivalents.

Residues Predicted role

2QPX FluG

H17 H20 Coordinates with the Mα metal

H19 H22 Coordinates with the Mα metal

K166 K192 Once carbamylated (KCX), bridges both Mα and Mβ

Y171 Y197 Coordinates with the substrate to aid the cleavage of the bond

H227 H264 Coordinates with Mβ

H263 H298 Coordinates with Mβ

D317 D354 Coordinates with Mα

Metals labeled as Mα and Mβ correspond to the first and the second Zn2+ atoms.
The lysine residue (K166) undergoes a post translational modification that results in
a carbamylation.

to the first Zn2+ (Mα), whilst H227 and H263 coordinate to
the second Zn2+ (Mβ). In addition, a lysine (K166) undergoes
a post-translational carbamylation to bridge both Zn2+ ions,
and a tyrosine (Y171) is predicted to interact with the substrate
in certain amidohydrolases. The N-terminal region of FluG
conserves all the above-mentioned residues (H20, H22, K192,
H264, H298, and D354), along with an appropriate spatial
arrangement to bind and bridge both metals, together with the
tyrosine (Y197) that could interact with the substrate (Figure 4).
These residues are conserved through all the Aspergilli FluG
homologs, as marked in Figure 2.

Structural alignment of the C-terminal region using the crystal
structures of a GSI (4LNN) and a GGL (4HPP), also showed
homology in key catalytic residues (Table 3). The amino acids
that coordinate to the metal ions in both GGL (one Mg2+

[Mα] coordinated to E133, E180, and E187) (Figure 5A) and
GSI (two Mg2+; Mα coordinated to E134, E189 and E196, and
Mβ coordinated to E132, H245, and E333) (Figure 5B) were
structurally conserved in the C-terminal region of FluG (E566,
E626, E633, H682, and E752). Moreover, the residues that bind
to the glutamate ligand (R290 in 4HPP; R298 in 4LNN) and
interact with ATP (H238, R308, and R313 in 4HPP; N247,
R316, and R321 in 4LNN) were present in FluG (R720 for the
glutamate; H682, R739, and R744 for the ATP, respectively). The
residues listed in Table 3 are fully conserved in FluG for all the
Aspergilli (Figure 2).

On the other hand, the GSI crystal structure (4LNN) contains
a glutamate residue (E304) that abstracts a proton from the
transition state to form glutamine and ADP. It is worth
noting, however, that the GGL crystal structure and the FluG
(C-terminal) model each contain a tryptophan residue in the
same position (W296 and W726, respectively), which cannot
fulfill the function of glutamate. Furthermore, the conserved
residue D53 in GSI that removes a proton from the ammonium

FIGURE 4 | Structural alignment of 2QPX (green) refined model, with the FluG
modeled structure (gray), based on 2QPX template. The Mα is coordinated to
H20, H22, K192, and D354; the Mβ is coordinated to K192, H264, and H298.
A water molecule is coordinated to both metals and D354 (blue dashed line).
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FIGURE 5 | Structural superposition of both GGL (4HPP) and GSI (4LNN) with the FluG models. Only mutated residues from this work are displayed. (A) 4HPP
refined template (green) with the FluG modeled structure (gray), based on 4HPP. Coordination of the residues between the single Mg2+ ion (Mα interacts with
residues E566 and E626) and glutamate ligand (Glu interacts with residue R720) in 4HPP is considerably similar in FluG. (B) 4LNN refined template (red) with the
FluG modeled structure (gray), based on 4LNN. Coordination between both Mg2+ ions (Mα interacts with residues E566 and E626; Mβ interacts with H682 and
E752) and residues in FluG shows significant similarity to 4LNN.

TABLE 3 | Predicted role of the catalytic residues from 4LNN (GSI), 4HPP
(GGL), and FluG.

Residues Predicted role

4LNN 4HPP FluG

D53 V42 S481 Removes a proton from the
ammonium ion to create
ammonia

E132 E131 E564 Binds Mβ

E134 E133 E566 Binds Mα; susceptible to
interact with inhibitors

E189 E180 E626 Binds Mα and the NH3

molecule

E196 E187 E633 Binds Mα

H245 H236 H682 Binds Mβ, via pros nitrogen

N247 H238 H684 Interacts with ATP γ-phosphate

R298 R290 R720 Interacts with the amide group
of the glutamate

E304 W296 W726 Abstracts a proton from the
transition state to form
glutamine and ADP

R316 R308 R739 Polarizes the bound ATP
γ-phosphate that forms the
γ-glutamyl phosphate

R321 R313 R744 Contacts with the ATP in the
transition state

E333 E332 E752 Binds Mβ

Metals labeled as Mα and Mβ correspond to the first and the second Mg2+ atoms.
Mα and Mβ are located in the first and the second catalytic domain, respectively.

ion to create ammonia is aligned with V42 and S481 in GGL and
FluG, respectively; neither of the aforementioned amino acids can
perform the role of a GSI.

An important aspect that differentiates GGL and GSI enzymes
is the fact GGL forms hexameric rings and GSI enzymes form
two hexameric subunits that assemble into a dodecameric unit.
The formation of the dodecamer depends on the conformation

that the C-terminal end of these enzymes adopts. Structural
alignments performed with SWISSMODEL using 4LNN and
4HPP crystals revealed that the C-terminal end of FluG
exhibited higher QMEAN values with the 4HPP crystal in this
region (not shown).

Phenotypic Characterization of WT and
1fluG Mutant
The WT and 1fluG strains were established as references
for comparisons with strains containing modifications, and
their phenotypes were characterized in minimal (MMA) and
complete medium (CMA). The conidial production in millions
per centimeter squared of colony surface (C) in 72 h old colonies
of both strains is presented in Figure 6A. Numerical values
for C and DCM are separately provided in Supplementary
Table 5. The WT colonies presented a C-value of 4.1 in MMA,
distinctly greater than the 1fluG strain, 0.02, but significantly
lower DCM values. In CMA, the WT strain presented increased
C and DCM indices with respect to MMA. The 1fluG strain
showed even lower conidial counts than in MMA and increased
DCM values. Taken together, the results indicate that, under
nutrient limitation (MMA), the wild type strain distributes
resources between conidiation and growth, while the 1fluG
mutant destines resources exclusively to growth. However, under
nutrient sufficiency (CMA), both strains attained apparently
maximum growth levels, and accentuated their differences
in conidial production. It is due to these clearly discernible
differences, that the C-value was considered as the principal
phenotypic indicator of functionality when examining genetically
modified strains.

The N- and C-Terminal Regions of FluG
Perform Distinct Functions
Each of the two FluG regions was expressed separately under
the control of the native promoter. The results shown in
Figure 6A indicate that in MMA, the mutant expressing only
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FIGURE 6 | Phenotypes and C/area (millions/cm2) ratios of all the FluG mutants. (A) Wild type (WT) along with fluG null (1fluG), N-terminal (aa1–aa406), C-terminal
(aa427–aa865) regions and N- and C-terminal separated regions (N+C separated) mutants in MMA and CMA. (B) FluG point-mutations in both regions.
(C) Heterologous substitutions, showing LSEI_0440+C-term (FluG), N-term (FluG)+PA5508, LSEI_0440+PA5508 and PA5508 only. Note that different scales were
used in each panel to better represent the differences in C/area (millions/cm2) values. The C-values that are statistically different (P-value < 0.05) to the WT (∗) and
the 1fluG (#) are marked. Scale bar = 1 cm.

the C-terminal region presented a C-value significantly greater
to that of the WT strain, while in CMA, it was one-fifth of
the WT C-value. These results indicate that the C-terminal
region was capable of fulfilling the role of the complete FluG
polypeptide, but the absence of the N-terminal region limited its
efficacy in CMA.

The strain exclusively expressing the N-terminal region,
presented a C-value which was significantly similar to that of the
1fluG mutant in MMA, but no so in CMA media. These results
support the interpretation that the C-terminal region performs
the core function of the protein in asexual development, but that
the N-terminal region may provide a supporting function under
conditions of high nutrient availability.

A strain expressing both N- and C-terminal regions as
two separate polypeptides, each under the control of the
native promoter of fluG was analyzed (N+C separated)

(Figure 6A). The recorded C-value in MMA was significantly
similar to that recorded for the WT and C-terminal region
strains. In CMA, the value was at an intermediate point
between both strains (Supplementary Table 5). These
results not only indicate that both regions are functional
when separately expressed, but support the view that the
N-terminal region performs a relevant supportive role
in conidial production, especially when both regions are
expressed in the same polypeptide and under nutrient
rich conditions.

In order to ascertain that the phenotypes observed were not
affected by altered gene expression levels, strains were examined
by qPCR and compared to that of the WT type strain, as shown
in Supplementary Figure 2. With the exception of the 1fluG
mutant, all mutant strains presented transcript levels equal or
higher than those observed in the WT strain.
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Targeted Amino Acid Substitutions Affect
Biological Function
Previously reported mutations on residues that were homologous
to H20, H22, and D354 in the N-terminal region of FluG had
been shown to be essential for amidohydrolase activity (Kim
and Kim, 1998; Li et al., 2006; Lohkamp et al., 2006; Nguyen
et al., 2009). Therefore, double (H20–H22), single (D354),
and triple (H20–H22–D354) alanine substitution mutants were
constructed. A similar strategy was followed for the C-terminal
region, where residues E566, E626, H682, R720, R739, R744,
and E752 were chosen based on previous reports (Kurihara
et al., 2008; Ladner et al., 2012; Murray et al., 2013). The
targeted residues are marked with asterisks in Figure 2. All
these amino acid substitutions tested negative for propensity to
disrupt structure using homology modeling (see “Materials and
Methods” section). The observed phenotypes for the full set of
mutants are shown in Figure 6B.

All the strains carrying mutations in the N-terminal region
exhibited significantly lower C-values with respect to the WT
reference in both media. In MMA, the C-values obtained for
mutants H20–H22, D354, and H20–H22–D354 were significantly
similar. In CMA, however, significant differences between the
H20–H22, D354, and H20–H22–D354 mutants were observed
with the triple mutant showing the maximum reduction in
C-value (Figure 6B). This indicates an additive effect of the
mutations, only under high nutrient availability.

In the C-terminal region, residues E566, E626, H682,
R720, R739, R744, and E752 were separately substituted
by alanine. All the mutant strains presented statistically
lower C-values in MMA when compared to the WT. These
low values were nevertheless significantly higher than
those obtained in the 1fluG strain, indicating that single
amino acid modifications resulted in a partial inactivation
of the activity. In CMA, the C-values were negligible for
the majority of mutants in comparison to the WT strain.
When compared to the 1fluG strain, the majority of the
mutants were statistically similar. Three mutants however
(H682A, R739A, and R744A) were statistically different,
indicating a partial inactivation (Figure 6B). Strain R739A,
presented a diverging phenotype yielding statistically
higher C-values in CMA when compared to the other
mutants of this region.

The quantification of fluG expression in all the tested mutants
indicated that the transcript was at least as abundant as in the WT
strain (Supplementary Figure 2).

Taken together, the results obtained by these substitutions
support the view that residues predicted to perform catalytic
activity in both N- and C-terminal regions are involved
in the biological functions earlier recognized for their
corresponding regions.

Heterologous Expression of N- and
C-Terminal Region Homologs
Given the sequence and structural homologies observed
between both N- and C-terminal regions with those of
Lactobacillus paracasei (LSEI_0440) and Pseudomonas

aeruginosa (PA5508), we constructed strains in which
the exogenous sequences were expressed under the
control of the fluG promoter in combinations that
included three protein chimeras (LSEI_0440+C-terminal;
N-terminal+PA5508; LSEI_0440+PA5508) and one single
polypeptide (PA5508).

The phenotypes of the mutant strains are shown in Figure 6C.
The C-values obtained in the LSEI_0440+C-terminal and
N-terminal+PA5508 strains were significantly higher than the
WT strain in MMA. In the same conditions, the PA5508 and
LSEI_0440+PA5508 exhibited statistically similar C-values
when compared to the WT strain. On the other hand, the
C-values of the three protein chimeras (LSEI_0440+C-
terminal; N-terminal+PA5508; LSEI_0440+PA5508) were
statistically similar to the WT reference in CMA. However,
the strain expressing the PA5508 polypeptide alone
exhibited a significantly lower value compared to the WT
in the same medium.

The results clearly show that the protein encoded by
gene LSEI_0440 could functionally replace the N-terminal
region of FluG; similarly, the protein encoded by PA5508
fulfilled the role of the C-terminal region of FluG, either
as a single polypeptide (PA5508 mutant) or fused to the
N-terminal region of FluG (N-terminal+PA5508 chimera). In
line with the aforementioned results, the fact that the chimera
expressing a fusion protein of LSEI_440 and PA5508 exhibits
a statistically comparable phenotype to a WT strain confirms
that both bacterial enzymes can work jointly in replacing
both FluG regions.

DISCUSSION

This investigation initially attempted to clarify the role of
DHO as a conidiation-inducing secondary metabolite in
relation to FluG function. Previous evidence that secondary
metabolites (such as DHO) may play a role in the induction
of sporulation (Márquez-Fernández et al., 2007; Rodriguez-
Urra et al., 2012), was in conflict with observations
describing a null ausA mutant, unable to synthesize DHO,
as conidial (Nielsen et al., 2011). This investigation moreover
showed that such mutants can produce and transmit the
conidiation-inducing factor to an adjacent 1fluG colony. Thus,
DHO-induced conidiation is not functionally related to the
FluG pathway. This scenario led us to conduct an updated
analysis of the FluG sequence to obtain a molecular outlook
on its function.

Preliminary bioinformatic approaches indicated that FluG
comprises two putative catalytic units, connected in the same
polypeptide by a linker region, which likely function as a
bifunctional enzyme performing two independent reactions.
In vivo fluorescence microscopy experiments confirmed that
FluG is localized throughout the cytoplasm, indicating that
the protein may participate in a metabolic process that is
ubiquitous to the whole mycelium. However, considerable
evidence shows that fungal mycelia are spatially and functionally
structured. For example, in gene expression (Levin et al., 2007;
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Vinck et al., 2011) and protein secretion (Krijgsheld et al., 2012).
In this regard, the role of FluG might be hypothesized
as the mycelium-wide biosynthesis of a metabolic product
or signal specifically required for conidiophore biogenesis.
Conidiophores are produced at specific points in the network,
likely acting as metabolic sinks. This is in accordance with
reported cytosolic streaming directed at the conidiophore
(Bleichrodt et al., 2013). Thus, further molecular studies
involving FluG function should take the mycelial context
into consideration.

The C-terminal region was confirmed as necessary and
sufficient for the induction of development and presented
clear sequence similarities with both GSI and GGL enzyme
sequences. Close examination of the differences between these
two types of enzymes revealed that FluG more closely matches
the latter (Kurihara et al., 2008; Ladner et al., 2012; Takeo
et al., 2013). To address this point, a site-directed mutational
approach was planned to determine the importance of the
predicted catalytic residues present in GSI and GGL. However,
GSI catalytic activity involves the interaction between two
residues (a glutamate and an aspartate) that shield the γ-glutamyl
phosphate intermediate and deprotonate ammonium (forming
ammonia) to attack the γ-glutamyl phosphate (Murray et al.,
2013). Interestingly, these key acidic residues are not conserved
in the sequences of GGL, FluG or those GSI homologs that
reportedly do not catalyze the synthesis of glutamine, but
γ-glutamylation reactions (Kurihara et al., 2008; Ladner et al.,
2012; Takeo et al., 2013; Krysenko et al., 2017). On the
other hand, residues acting on metal binding and glutamate
orientation are usually conserved among these enzymes (Ladner
et al., 2012), as was confirmed in FluG. The attachment
of glutamate has been attributed to exert a scaffolding or
protective role on substrates destined to specific metabolic
fates (Walker and van der Donk, 2016), as will be discussed
below. The strain in which the GGL coded by PA5508 replaced
the C-terminal region of FluG recovered the functionality of
the WT strain in all tested mutants and conditions. Earlier
reports associated this gene with the polyamine utilization
pathway along with six other paralog genes in Pseudomonas
aeruginosa PAO1. Surprisingly, PA5508 was the only gene
that was not induced by polyamine substrates (Yao et al.,
2011). Later investigations performed by Ladner et al. (2012)
showed that the enzymatic substrate preference of PA5508 was
stronger for bulky amines (catecholamines) rather than linear
amines (polyamines). Whether the substrate employed by the
FluG C-terminal region bares any resemblance to the ones
elucidated by Ladner et al. (2012) is a question that is being
actively followed up.

Another notable difference between GGL and GSI enzymes
is that GGL forms single hexameric rings, whilst GSI enzymes
form two hexameric rings which then arrange to form a
dodecameric unit. This assembly occurs via the C-terminal
helix of the polypeptide, known as the “helical thong,” that
extends away from the rest of the subunit and interacts
with the second hexameric ring. In GGL, however, the
C-terminal helix is curved toward the protein, preventing it
from interacting with another ring (Ladner et al., 2012). Our

structural alignments revealed that the FluG C-terminal end
exhibited higher structural similarities with the GGL, thus
suggesting that it might also adopt a similar “helical thong”
conformation. Furthermore, this evidence might also explain the
loss of function observed in this study when tagging FluG at
the C-terminus.

The putative amidohydrolase sequence contained in the
N-terminal region of FluG is a member of a well-studied
superfamily of enzymes that share common structural features.
The vast majority of the amidohydrolase crystal structures
display a characteristic TIM-barrel fold consisting of eight
parallel β-strands connected by eight α-helices. Furthermore,
they share conserved metal ligands and catalytically important
residues, that bind one or two metal ions acting as catalytic
sites, together with four histidines and one aspartate acting
as catalytic bonds (Seibert and Raushel, 2005). These motifs
are all present in the N-terminal region of FluG, coupled
with the structural conservation of a lysine and a tyrosine
that could bridge both metals and bind to the substrate,
respectively (Hsieh et al., 2013). The phenotypic analysis
of the H20A–H22A double mutant and the single D354A
mutant showed partial inactivation, and the triple H20A–
H22A–D354A mutant displayed greater level of functional
inactivation suggesting an additive effect. This result is consistent
with the reported importance that these residues have in
the coordination of the Mα; the process is followed by the
lysine carbamylation, a necessary step to bind the Mβ (Hsieh
et al., 2013). Moreover, the phenotype shown by the triple
mutant resembled the one observed in the mutant lacking
the whole region.

Although details of the reaction purportedly catalyzed
by the N-terminal region of FluG remain unresolved at
this point, the predicted structural features point to the
hydrolysis of a bond, excluding deaminase (elimination of
ammonia from aromatic bases) activity. Alignments based
exclusively on proteins with solved crystal structures, showed
a notable residue conservation between the N-terminal
region of FluG and LSEI_0440. Furthermore, both enzymes
exhibited strong similarities with cyclic amidohydrolases
(Nam et al., 2005), such as dihydropyrimidinases (Lohkamp
et al., 2006; Hsieh et al., 2013) and hydantoinases (Cheon
et al., 2002) that take part in the pyrimidine degradation
pathway. Unfortunately, although LSEI_0440 could functionally
replace the amidohydrolase region of FluG, the actual
activity of this enzyme remains unknown. Previous reports
on the occurrence of promiscuous enzymes among the
amidohydrolase superfamily (Baier et al., 2016) should be
taken into consideration, when evaluating the functional
replacement of the N-terminal of FluG by LSEI_0440.
Bearing in mind that the amidohydrolase superfamily has
emerged from a common ancestor (Seibert and Raushel,
2005) and that ancestral enzymes may have multifunctional
(non-specialized) or promiscuous catalytic activity (Baier
et al., 2016), LSEI_0440 might as well retain enzymatic
characteristics that confer substrate or catalytic promiscuity,
compared to a more specialized role of the N-terminal of
FluG. On the other hand, the inherent Michaelis constant
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that LSEI_0440 or the N-terminal of FluG have, might as well
differ; considering that the LSEI_0440 substitution leads to
a highly sporulating phenotype, it suggests that this enzyme
could have a lower KM. Conversely, evidence of possible post
translational modifications in FluG (Lee and Adams, 1994)
could explain the inability of the LSEI_0440+C-terminal strain
to maintain wild type C-values in the tested conditions. It is
likely that the N-terminal of FluG might have a regulatory
domain that has not been uncovered by the predictors. Ongoing
experiments for the clarification of this aspect of FluG function
are currently underway.

The combined results of this investigation indicate that
FluG may function as a bifunctional enzyme with each
domain sharing high similarities to its’ respective prokaryotic
homologs. In prokaryotes, they may or may not participate
in a common metabolic pathway, but in Aspergilli, they are
joined by a linker region to form a bifunctional enzyme.
Supporting this relation, the mutant in which both N- and
C-terminal regions were substituted by LSEI_0440 and PA5508,
respectively, restored in vivo functionality. The occurrence
of genes that code for more than one enzyme has been
attributed to fusion and fission events driven by paralogous
evolution from bacteria to fungi (Mathis et al., 2000) or
between different fungal species via chromosomal translocation
or chromosomal inversion (Leonard and Richards, 2012). In
bacterial gene clusters, close disposition between predicted
GSI and amidohydrolase sequences is apparent, possibly
indicating a functional connection (Strong et al., 2003; Iyer
et al., 2009). However, the phenotypic effect caused by
the separation of the N- and C-terminal region confirms
that both proteins perform their roles more efficiently as a
single polypeptide, than as two separate entities. However,
our experimental methods and conditions may not have
bridged the specific conditions that optimization provided
by the linkage of the two halves of FluG solved over
the course of evolution of FluG. Surely, the totality of
inputs into developmental decisions of Aspergilli have not
been elucidated. The unresolved questions of FluGs specifics
leave the door open to new discoveries in this field. In
any case, our results consistently support the view that the
N-terminal amidohydrolase activity plays a supporting role to the
essential C-terminal catalytic activity, especially under nutrient
rich conditions.

In functional terms, the N-terminal amidohydrolase activity
is not necessary for the induction of asexual development
but is required to maintain the C-value of the colony
under conditions of high nutrient availability. This finding
could be explained by a model where the amidohydrolase
could utilize an accumulating metabolic intermediate as a
substrate that would otherwise be consumed by an alternative
pathway, possibly supporting vegetative growth. The product
of the amidohydrolase reaction, in turn, could constitute
a substrate of the C-terminal region, as an element of a
metabolic branch which could feed into a development-related
pathway. The hypothetical role of these pathways would be
to scavenge nitrogen-rich intermediates through glutamylation
in order to feed alternative pathways (Walker and van

der Donk, 2016). Furthermore, nitrogen acquisition through
glutamylated intermediates in bacteria has been reported to
occur in the biosynthesis of polyamines (Kurihara et al.,
2008; Krysenko et al., 2017) and certain catecholamines
(Ladner et al., 2012; Takeo et al., 2013). Regardless of the
predictions obtained for the C-terminal GSI enzymatic nature
to date, phenotypic evidence obtained in this investigation
sustains that FluG performs the γ-glutamylation reaction of
yet unknown compounds, assisted by the N-terminal region.
Given this scenario, it would seem that the purported
substrate of FluG could undergo at least two metabolic fates,
namely the promotion of growth, as observed in mutants
affected in C-terminal activity, or asexual development. The
intracellular pool of that substrate may be much greater under
high nutrient availability and scavenging by the N-terminal
amidohydrolase activity may be an important factor in
balancing the ratio of growth and asexual development
within the colony.
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